
PRÉVENIR 
LES BESOINS
EN SANTÉ DES 
EFFETS COMBINÉS 
DU CONFLIT 
ET DU CLIMAT
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Preparing for a 2° world?

• Current practices > 4°
• Current policies > 3°
• Tipping points not factored in
• Less than a few years for 1.5°

Conflict are the most difficult 

and most disruptive contexts

Preliminary remarks



Classic needs rise 
fast

Disruption of 
services (supplies, 

staff)

Intentional targeting 
and deprivation

Hampered access 
and insufficient 

response

Needs and resilience:
the scissors’ effect of conflict



Preparedness helps, but no 
magic bullet

Reactivity and alert

Adapted techniques (preventive 
health packages, water, cash, 

capacity building)

Coping by displacement and 
barriers

Political resilience of other 
countries

Sophie Jane Madden/MSF

Can humanitarians cope with a severe multiplication of needs? 
Implausible.



Role and responsibility of 
humanitarians

Adapt response despite constraints

Influence the environment (IHL, Refugee 
Convention)

Speak the truth on capacity and risks

Take a public position to prevent the worse by 
mitigation 



Speak the truth

Témoignage and narrative

Capacity of prevention and 
adaptation is extremely limited for 

victims of conflict

Low tolerance for cross-border 
movements increase risk

Beware of technological naivety

Uncontrolled global warming will 
trigger losses 



Prevent by avoiding!

Humanitarian positioning on 
the unacceptable gamble for 
health and safety

Acceleration of mitigation as 
a matter of urgency

Is it ethical to adapt to the 
worst scenario without 
addressing the causes?

Specific role of the medical 
and humanitarian 
professionals



In conclusion
• Humanitarians must plan and prepare, but not be 

reduced to the role of technical agencies 

• Review the reluctance of the humanitarian 
community to address the causes (not relevant for 
climate change versus conflict)

• Tragedy occurs when all players stick to their role 
without changing

• Alternatives exist and bring huge benefits in terms of 
safety, health and well being



Strategic questions for MSF

 What is the role of a humanitarian organization in the face of such an 
announced catastrophy? Isolation versus engagement?

 In terms of its own practices, does aim to be at the forefront or simply
following evolving public regulations?

 Who takes leadership in terms of operational policy/project? 

 Does it invest in specific expertise and capacities (water, diseases, toxicities)

 Does it join community of concern/witnessing, integrate narrative, share
analysis and establish partnerships for that goal ?



Possible new field of action: examples

OPERATIONAL VISION

Operational policy, programmes and «directorate» (WACA?)

Expertise and investments

PARTNERSHIPS

Field data sharing and analysis

INTERNAL PRATICES

Review MSF’s own polluting practices and CO2 contribution

Political targets (ex: fully solar electricity by 2025 ?)

EXTERNAL

Communication narratives and témoignage

Systemic approach and public voice


